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one sentence, almost all the people present changed color, and some people even turned pale when 

they heard this. 

This is really alarmist! 

This is outrageous. 

How can people hide in ancient books? ! 

Isn’t this fucking bullshit? 

However, they all understand that if these are the special envoys of the dragon, it naturally means that 

it is impossible and possible, and it is a reality no matter how unimaginable it is. 

“Fuck, if it’s like this, then Lao Tzu will chop this broken book now. I want to see, without this broken 

book, where else can the 3,000 **** hide.” Ye Shijun shouted angrily. As soon as he drinks, he will rush 

over with his sword in hand. 

As long as he hears George Han’s name, he is absolutely angry with Ye Shijun, and he can’t wait to cut 

George Han to pieces now. 

However, just after taking two steps, a ray of light directly blocked in front of him, no matter how he 

struggled, but the whole person 

did not move. 

He looked at the special envoy of Shenlong unwillingly, obviously not knowing what she meant to stop 

him. 

“An ancient book that can hold so many people, do you really think it is as simple as a book? Young 

Master Ye, I can understand that you are angry, but anger can make people lose their minds. I hope you 

can understand this. A little.” As soon as the stunning beauty’s voice fell, her hand was slightly 

withdrawn, and the wall blocking Ye Shijun also dissipated with a bang. 

Ye Shijun was a little embarrassed, but he was still angry. At this time, Futian, the dog-leg, also hurried 

forward and whispered in his ear: “Elder Shenlong’s words are not unreasonable, this ancient book can 

hold Han 3,001 gang of dog thieves. , Naturally supernatural, if you take action rashly, then I’m afraid 

you won’t be able to get angry, but if you are counterattacked by this thing, you will be disgraced, then 

you can…” 

Ye Shijun was furious, but on second thought, Futian’s words 

did have his point. 

After thinking for a while, he stopped his hand, but still looked unwillingly at the stunning beauty and 

said, “Since we can’t cut it, what should we do?” 

“This kind of fetish must have its own special method. , we can enter as freely as George Han. At the 

moment, we will definitely not be able to try.” 



“So, the only way, there is only one.” 

“Force him.” The stunning beauty sneered. 

“Forcing him?” A group of 

people mumbled again, what is the solution? ! 

“This George Han is in the book, how to force him?” 

“Who said that he was going to force him? What I said was forcing him.” After the words were finished, 

the stunning beauty set her eyes on the ancient book hanging in the air. 

force it? ! 

A group of people were extremely stunned. They have seen people force dogs to force animals, but they 

have never seen anyone force a book. 

This kind of cowardly operation, if this is not what the elder Shenlong 

said, they really want to directly hammer him to death. 

Zhu Yanshuo smiled: “Elder Shenlong is right, you should really kill it.” 

“Where are you masters?” 

A group of masters suddenly shouted in unison: “I’m waiting. 

” Now , it’s time for you all to show off your skills.” 

“Raising soldiers for a thousand days, it takes a while, how Zhu treats you on weekdays, you must have a 

certain idea in your heart. Now that the special envoy of Shenlong is here, it is time for you to wait for 

retribution. Listen to my orders.” 

“All the masters, using their own skills, divide the five elements of metal, wood, water, fire, and earth 

into groups, and then line up in a row or circle.” 

After the words fell, the masters did not say much, and quickly formed five square formations. 

Ye Shijun was obviously a little bit unremembered. For a while, he watched a group of people busy and 

busy do. 

There was even a slight sneer in his heart. 

Fuck, a bunch of lunatics? 

But only Zhu Yanshuo knew that, of course, it wasn’t that Elder Shenlong was nervous, nor that he was 

accompanying him. 

Rather, it must be done. 

“This kind of book is naturally very magical, and it must be spiritual. What the special envoy of Shenlong 

wants us to force is the spirit in this book. We don’t have a way to enter this book, but it has.” Zhu 

Yanshuo was puzzled and relieved. Slowly and quietly came to Ye Shijun’s side and laughed softly. 



Hearing this, Ye Shijun slapped his thigh: “Oh, I’m going, why did I forget about this?” Looking 

back, the five formations had already been set up. Towards the front of the huge fire array attacked. 

And almost at the same time, bursts of laughter suddenly sounded… 
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Everyone was in a panic, and they looked around in panic, but no one appeared, and only heard bursts 

of laughter. 

“Everyone, you don’t have to look for it, you don’t have to look for it anymore, I am the Book of 

Heaven.” 

Book of Heaven? ! 

As soon as someone reported it, those who were closer to the book even threw away their armor and 

prepared to run away in fright. 

But there are also some people who are even more curious to look at the scriptures, preventing Buddha 

from encountering something novel. 

Those masters were relatively more calm and cautious. They just looked up, raised their swords lightly, 

and set up their postures. They not only listened, but also had the power to counterattack at any time. 

There was also a trace of worry on Ye Shijun’s face. Although he tried his best to hide it, his acting skills 

were obviously poor. 

It’s a stunning beauty, she doesn’t seem to panic at all, and her protection is all within her expectations. 

With a slight smile, “You appeared earlier than I thought 

.” 

“I’m just a book, but you set up a great array of five attributes to kill me. I’m just a tool, you can use it as 

you please, you don’t have to. That’s it.” Tian Shu’s voice said helplessly. 

“Tools must have the awareness of tools. Since you also know your responsibilities, you should naturally 

know when to do things, especially if you have a spiritual tool.” Jue ** said with a slight smile. 

“Your voice is very familiar.” Tian Shu said softly. 

Jue ** heard the words and was shocked, and there was a hint of astonishment in his eyes. 

Tian Shu smiled softly: “Perhaps, I remember too much about beautiful women.” 

These words eased Jue **zi’s nervousness, and at the same time made everyone who was a little 

puzzled next to him finally let out a normal sigh of relief. 

“Just kidding, a tool does have the awareness of a tool. 

No, you haven’t been sentenced yet, so I will come out obediently. Hehe, don’t worry, there will be no 

fraud, I can see things clearly.” 



“Eating one penalty is also a penalty, and eating five penalties is also a penalty. I can bear one, but I may 

not be able to bear five. So, instead of this, it is better to say it in advance and suffer less flesh and 

blood. Well.” 

“Okay, I didn’t expect you to have a lot of broken books.” Naturally, Ye Shijun would not seize such an 

opportunity, pointed to the ancient book, and said angrily: “Let me ask you, George Hanyi. Helping 

people, is it hiding in your world?” 

“Yes, he also brought a lot of accomplices. With my power, there are things inside, so they are hiding in 

my world, and they are very safe. 

” When Tianshu answered, Ye Shijun gritted his teeth, very good, George Han, you bastard, I finally 

found you. 

“However, 

there are quite a few of them. You are a mere 10,000 people. Are you sure you can win?” Tianshu 

laughed: “Forgot to tell you, George Han not only brought people in, but also many strange beasts. 

” In the forest, there are many pieces, as many as the hair of a cow. Some of them are of excellent 

quality, and some of them act as meat shields. With your strength, it will be difficult.” 

Zhu Yanshuo was about to refute the words of the book, after all, he can all He is a good general, plus 

many masters, what kind of wind and waves can’t be resisted by their strength? 

A mere strange beast can make them fear? Isn’t this bullshit? 

However, at this moment, the special envoy of Shenlong waved his hand, motioning Zhu Yanshuo to 

shut his mouth, and then she looked at Ye Shijun: “George Han can control thousands of strange beasts, 

not to be coveted.” 

“Even some cannon fodder, It must be able to stop us for a long time, or should we send some more 

people ?” 

Ye Shijun didn’t speak. Back then, although he didn’t come to the scene in the battle of Niu Wuzong, he 

also heard about the might of all kinds of strange beasts in that great battle. 

It’s just that he gradually forgot about it later. 

Now, after mentioning it again, when I learned that such an “army” was actually in this heavenly book 

world, I naturally couldn’t help but feel scared. 

Seeing that Ye Shijun was also very worried when he heard the words, Zhu Yanshuo suddenly changed 

his mind: “There are 70,000 soldiers in the city.” 

“Immediately dispatch, 70,000 people, even if one spit, that is enough to drown many people.” Futian 

hurriedly. 

Zhu Yanshuo nodded and gave a look at the next man, who immediately held a strange small horn and 

blew it into the sky. 



In the next second, the whole city was rumbling in unison, with the sound of footsteps, and the figures 

of the mountains and seas quickly moved towards this side… 

 


